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Electron Transfer Dissociation of Amide
Nitrogen Methylated Polypeptide Cations

David M. Crizer and Scott A. McLuckey
Department of Chemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, USA

Unmodified and amide nitrogen methylated peptide cations were reacted with azobenzene
radical anions to study the utility of electron transfer dissociation (ETD) in analyzing
N-methylated peptides. We show that methylation of the amide nitrogen has no deleterious
effects on the ETD process. As a result, location of alkylation on amide nitrogens should be
straightforward. Such a modification might be expected to affect the ETD process if hydrogen
bonding involving the amide hydrogen is important for the ETD mechanism. The partitioning of
the ion/ion reaction products into all of the various reaction channels was determined and
compared for modified and unmodified peptide cations. While subtle differences in the relative
abundances of the various ETD channels were observed, there is no strong evidence that hydrogen
bonding involving the amide nitrogen plays an important role in the ETD process. (J Am Soc
Mass Spectrom 2009, 20, 1349–1354) © 2009 American Society for Mass Spectrometry
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Tandem mass spectrometry has become an essen-
tial tool in proteomics and other protein-related
measurements [1]. Most applications of tandem

mass spectrometry in this area involve collisional acti-
vation of polypeptide cations [2]. While this approach
has proven to be effective in many scenarios, a major
drawback is the cleavage of labile post-translational
modifications (PTMs). Recently, electron capture and
electron transfer dissociation (ECD and ETD) have
proven to be useful techniques for peptide and pro-
tein structural characterization, in part because these
methods often succeed in characterizing modified
peptides and proteins in cases where collisional acti-
vation does not [3– 8]. While ETD has been used to
investigate many PTMs, little has been studied on the
application of ETD to peptide and protein ions modi-
fied on the backbone.

Methylation of nitrogen can occur wherever there is
a nitrogen atom, such as in lysine and arginine residues,
as well as on the amide nitrogen in peptide and protein
backbones. ECD [9–12] and ETD [13] have already been
shown to be effective in identifying side-chain and
N-terminal methylation in histones, for example. Amide
nitrogen methylation occurs in nature, such as in bac-
terial and fungal peptides/proteins that have possible
medicinal properties [14–17], and has been used as a
tool for protein binding studies [18]. The dissociation
behavior of N-methylated peptide ions subjected to
collisional activation has been reported, and it was
noted that there was an increase in relative abun-
dance of the products coming from cleavage of the
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amide bond at the methylation site [19, 20]. It was
suggested that this preferred cleavage occurred due
to the increased basicity of the amide nitrogen. In this
work, we have examined how N-methylated proton-
ated peptides behave when they are subjected to the
ETD process.

In addition to its relevance to the characterization
of modified proteins, this work may also have signif-
icance from a mechanistic point-of-view. While ECD
and ETD have been very useful in a variety of applica-
tions, questions remain regarding various aspects of the
mechanism(s) of the processes. For example, a differ-
ence in the various proposed mechanisms relates to the
location of electron attachment in peptide cations.
McLafferty and coworkers were the first to suggest a
mechanism for this process [4]. They proposed that an
electron attaches to a protonated side-chain group pro-
ducing a radical species. Transfer of a hydrogen atom to
the amide carbonyl can then occur to give an aminoke-
tyl radical. This intermediate can then readily undergo
dissociation at the N–C� bond to give rise to c- and
z-type ions. An alternative to this mechanism has been
proposed independently by Turecek and Simons [21–
23]. In this picture, it is posited that electron capture
occurs either directly in amide �* orbitals that are
stabilized by the electrostatic field present in the mul-
tiply charged ion, or an electron can transfer to such an
orbital from a low-lying Rydberg state. The population
of an amide �* orbital destabilizes the N–C� bond and
increases dramatically the basicity of the amide group.
Cleavage of the N–C� bond can occur either after
proton transfer to the site from elsewhere in the mole-
cule, thereby producing the aminoketyl radical, or
fragmentation of the N–C� bond can occur first with

either subsequent proton transfer to a fragment or
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stabilization of the fragment with the excess charge by
charged groups elsewhere in the molecule. The latter
scenario can account for the fact that ETD and ECD has
been noted to occur in ions with fixed charges (i.e., in
species for which proton transfer is unlikely).

Recently, a mechanism has been presented that
places an emphasis on the importance of neutral hydro-
gen bonding between the amide nitrogen atom and a
backbone carbonyl in the ECD/ETD process [24]. In this
mechanism, it is proposed that an electron is captured
by an N-H . . . O � C group forming an anionic group
on the nitrogen. A proton can then be transferred to this
site generating an aminoketyl radical intermediate that
subsequently fragments at the N–C� bond to give the
observed c and z ions.

In this study, we compare the ETD behavior of two
sets of model peptides, with and without methylated
amide nitrogen groups. The partitioning of products
among all the possible competing processes is examined
closely to study the role of amide nitrogen methylation on
the competition between electron-transfer and proton
transfer, the tendency for electron-transfer to result in
spontaneous fragmentation (i.e., ETD) versus electron-
transfer without dissociation, and possible differences
in partitioning between the various available fragmen-
tation channels.

Experimental

Nanospray emitters were pulled from borosilicate
capillaries (1.55 mm o.d., 0.86 mm i.d.) using a P-87
Flaming/Brown micropipet puller (Sutter Instruments,
Novato, CA). These nanospray tips were loaded with
the electrospray solutions, and a metal wire was in-
serted into the tip to make electrical contact with the
solution [25].

Ionization was performed using a home-built pulsed
dual ionization (nano-ESI and APCI) source that has
been previously described [26]. This pulsed dual source
consists of one nano-ESI emitter for the generation of
highly charged peptide cations and an atmospheric
pressure chemical ionization (APCI) needle for the
formation of azobenzene radical anions, which were
pulsed on and off in each scan by the software. High
voltages applied to the emitters were optimized sepa-
rately and were independently generated by two high-
voltage power supplies, one from the instrument and
one from an external supply gated by a fast high voltage
pulser (GRX-1.5K-E; Directed Energy Inc., Fort Collins,
CO). Using this method, ions of either polarity could be
independently optimized and directed into the mass
spectrometer.

A quadrupole/time-of-flight tandem mass spectrome-
ter (QSTAR XL; Applied Biosystems/MDS SCIEX, Con-
cord, ON, Canada) that has been modified for ion/ion
reactions was used for all experiments [27]. Nitrogen
was used as the collision gas. The instrument was
controlled by a research version of Daetalyst (MDS

SCIEX), which provided full control for initiating each
ion source and for applying the appropriate potentials
and their timing to the ion path.

A typical experiment consisted of producing peptide
cations via the positive nano-ESI source and isolating
the ions of interest as they passed through Q1. The
isolated cations were then directed into the Q2 linear
ion trap (LIT) (200 ms), where they were trapped. The
azobenzene reagent ions were produced via atmo-
spheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) and were
then isolated in Q1, and introduced into the Q2 LIT (100
ms), where ions of both polarities were mutually stored
and allowed to react (50 ms). The ion/ion reaction
products were then mass analyzed by a reflectron
time-of-flight (TOF) analyzer (150 ms). The spectra
shown here were typically averages of 100–200 scans.
Data shown were normalized to the most abundant
product ion.

The peptides KAAAKAAAK, KGGGKGGGK, and
their N-methylated analogs were synthesized by CPC
Scientific (San Jose, CA) and used without further purifi-
cation. The peptides were diluted to a concentration of 0.1
mg/mL in 49/49/2 (vol/vol/vol) methanol/water/acetic
acid solution.

Results and Discussion

A useful approach to identifying the effects of vari-
ables in the ETD of polypeptides is to compare the
partitioning of ion/ion reaction products among all
of the relevant reaction channels [28]. Specifically,
this entails measurement of the relative contributions
of proton transfer versus electron-transfer (PT versus
ET), the partitioning between electron-transfer with-
out dissociation (ET,noD) and with dissociation
(ETD) within the overall ET channel, the partitioning
between the products of backbone cleavages (e.g., the
c- and z-type ions) and products from side-chain
cleavages within the ETD channel, and the partition-
ing between the various backbone cleavages channels
(i.e., specific c- and z-type ions). It is desirable to
compare product partitioning at these various levels be-
cause the major effect of a particular variable in an ETD
experiment, such as the nature of the reagent anion [29] or
the nature of the charge bearing sites on the peptide [22],
may be more manifest in one of the levels of partitioning
than another. The partitioning of products is related on a
percentage basis with the following relationships:

100% � %PT � %ET (1)

%ET � %ETD � %ET, noD (2)

100% � % c, z ⁄ ETD � %side-chain ⁄ ETD (3)

Table 1 summarizes the product partitioning noted for
the [M � 3H]3� and [M � 2H]2� ions derived from the
modified and unmodified versions of the model pep-
tides KGGGKGGGK and KAAAKAAAK. Perhaps the

most remarkable observation is that there is no clear
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and consistent difference between the product parti-
tioning for the modified and unmodified species. For
example, the modified version of triply protonated
KGGGKGGGK shows a slightly greater tendency for
electron-transfer than the unmodified version, whereas
the opposite situation is observed for the modified and
unmodified versions of KAAAKAAAK. In all cases,
essentially all peptide ions that underwent electron-
transfer, regardless of charge or modification state,
went on to fragment. This is consistent with studies of
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Figure 1. Spectra from the reaction of a
(a) KGGGKGGGK and (b) N-methylated KGGG

Table 1. Ion/ion reaction partitioning for the reactions between
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other model peptides in which the likely sites of proto-
nation are primary amines (i.e., lysine side chains or
N-termini). Similar partitioning between dissociation
channels that lead to c- and/or z-type ions and side-
chain losses were also noted for the modified and
unmodified versions. This set of observations suggests
that the amide nitrogen methylation plays little direct
role in the ETD process. The competition between PT
and ET is not expected to be particularly sensitive to
N-methylation because the main cation characteristic
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that affects this competition is the recombination energy
of the cation [23], which is not expected to change
significantly upon N-methylation of the model pep-
tides. However, if the N-H . . . O � C interaction is
important for generating c- and z-ions, the elimination
of this interaction via N-methylation might be expected
to affect the competition between ETD and ET,noD and
almost certainly the competition between side-chain
cleavage and c/z-ion formation.

It is also of interest to examine the role of N-
methylation on the partitioning among the various
backbone dissociation channels. The ETD spectra for
reactions between the azobenzene molecular anion and
the triply charged unmodified and modified versions of
KGGGKGGGK are shown in Figure 1. Both the modi-
fied and unmodified species show complete sequence
coverage. Similarly, when doubly charged peptide ions
were reacted with azobenzene anions, complete se-
quence coverage also resulted (see Figure 2). The spec-
tra of the doubly charged precursor ions do not show
complementary c- and z-type ions, as do the spectra of
the triply charged precursor ions, because only one of
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Figure 2. Spectra from the reaction of az
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inset shows an expanded view from m/z 600 to 750,
the complementary fragments from the doubly proton-
ated precursor can carry a charge. In all cases, the
higher mass fragment was favored to carry the excess
charge upon ETD of the doubly protonated precursor
ion.
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normalized product abundances for each channel de-
rived from the modified ion of a given charge state from
the unmodified version. Bars present above the zero
line indicate that a particular pathway contributes more
on a relative basis to the ETD spectra of the unmodified
peptides, while bars below the zero line indicate that
the pathway is relatively more favorable in the ETD
spectra of the modified peptides. The data show that
there are measurable differences in the partitioning
among the various backbone dissociation channels for
the modified and unmodified peptides. However, the
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differences are not dramatic, and there appear to be no
clear tendency for the four cases examined (e.g., no
individual dissociation channel is favored for either
the modified or unmodified form for all of the cases).
The differences that are observed may very well arise
from conformational effects associated with backbone
methylation, although no definitive conclusions can be
drawn.

While the overall ETD behaviors of the modified and
unmodified peptide cations were similar, a few addi-
tional products at low abundance were observed in the
data for the modified species that were either absent or
far less abundant in the data for the unmodified ions.
For example, many of the z-ions showed a small peak 2
Da lower in mass. These ions match the predicted
masses of b-ions. The presence of b ions in ETD/ECD
spectra has been previously discussed [30, 31]. How-
ever, in this case, a more likely origin of the b-ions is
from collisional activation of the precursor ion upon
injection into the collision cell. The CID study of meth-
ylated peptides showed favored cleavage at the modi-
fication site, which indicates that N-methylation re-
duces the stability of the amide bond to cleavage. We
found via CID experiments (data not shown) that b ions
are the first products noted near threshold. Another set
of products was consistently observed 3 Da higher in
mass than the c-ions. These ions are consistent in mass
with oxygen adducts to z-ions, an ion/molecule reac-
tion that has recently been reported [32]. Interestingly,
much lower relative abundances of z�32 ions were
observed in the data for the unmodified peptide ions,
which implies that the radical z-type ions generated
from the N-methylated species, which may be com-

Figure 3. Difference plots comparing differe
subtracted from unmodified peptides (a) tr
KAAAKAAAK, (c) doubly charged KGGGKGG
black, grey, and striped bars represent c- ions, z
prised of a mixture of structures, are more reactive with
oxygen that the population of z-ions generated from the
unmethylated peptide.

Conclusions

Methylation of the amide nitrogen in a peptide has little
influence in the ETD of its gas-phase multiply proton-
ated ions. The presence of a methylation site can there-
fore be expected to be reflected in the masses of the c-
and z-ions that contain the methylation site, as is the
case with side-chain post-translational modifications.
While the methyl modification is expected to be strongly
bound, its presence on the amide nitrogen might have
been expected to affect the overall ETD process, at least
based on one proposed mechanism for ECD/ETD [18].
N-methylation affects modestly the relative abundances
of the sequence informative fragment ions but this
observation may very well result from conformational
differences between modified and unmodified versions
of the peptide cations. There is no strong evidence that
hydrogen bonding associated with the amide hydrogen
in unmodified peptides plays a significant role in the
ETD process. N-methylated peptide ions undergo CID
more readily than their unmethylated counterparts and
the z-type radical product ions formed via ETD appear
to be more reactive to oxygen adduction than the
corresponding z-ions from unmodified versions of the
peptide.
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